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Point Pod wins prestigious design award

T

he latest must-have product in
pop-up power has received an award
celebrating Australia’s best innovative
products.
Point Pod won the Good Design Award for
Design Excellence and was praised for its
“elegant, intuitive and well-finished” design.

the winners.”
“Almost 700 design projects were judged in
this year's awards, so we are humbled to not
only be a finalist, but to come away with the
award.”

Point Pod is a fully-integrated power socket
system that seamlessly blends into your
bench top. With the touch of a finger, a unit
with power sockets and USB ports emerges
from your bench. It’s perfect for kitchens,
bathrooms, offices and boardrooms.

The Good Design Awards Jury praised
Point Pod, saying: “This pop-up pod is
an inconspicuous solution with a touch
sensitive switch that works seamlessly. The
integration of the bench top and the ease
of installation are further benefits. Elegant,
functional, intuitive, well finished and
patented. Well done.”

Point Pod founder, Cameron Singer, said
winning the award has reaffirmed that his
product is relevant and meets consumer
needs. “The Good Design Awards are the
highest honour for design and innovation in
the country, so we are honoured to be one of

CEO of Good Design Australia, Dr Brandon
Gien, said the award was more than just a
symbol of design excellence. “It represents
the hard work and dedication towards an
innovative outcome that will ultimately
improve our quality of life.”

On the back of winning the prestigious
award, Point Pod has just released its new
black range.
Sleek, minimal and seamless, the new black
units are available in both the Multi and
Compact sizes. They are the perfect addition
to your black bench tops if you want to add
power without compromising your design.
Mr Singer says his new black units are an
exciting addition. “We only launched Point
Pod in August last year, so it’s exciting for
us to be at a point where we are growing our
design to respond to what consumers want.
They want power that is pretty, and our black
units are just the next step in giving it to
them.”
Featuring on 2019’s season of The Block,
there’s a lot of buzz in the industry at the
moment about Point Pod.
“Our award win and the latest expansion of
our product range is just confirmation to me
that we’ve created a product that is relevant,
stylish and in high demand,” Mr Singer said.
“Point Pod is fast becoming the latest musthave product to include in your kitchens,
studies, bathrooms and boardrooms, and we
are grateful for every opportunity to share our
product with the public,” he said.

Above: Point Pod team - Jacob Goodridge, Hugh Nalder,
Cameron Singer & Daniel Freund
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Maestro Active human-machine interface wins RedDot award

S

cm Group, world leader in machinery
and industrial components, and
NiEW, a business design and customer
experience company specialising in industry,
received acclaimed recognition for the
industry and Italian design: the Maestro
Active human-machine interface project
won the RedDot Award in the Brands &
Communication Design 2019 category.
This prestigious global competition is now
in its 65th edition, and the jury recognised
the high level of design, innovation and
creativity behind the "made in Italy" product
following scrupulous assessment of more
than 8,000 international projects entered
into the different categories.
Maestro Active, which had already achieved
important recognition for the world of

industry and design with a special mention
at the German Design Award, is NiEW's
creation of a concept for the corporate
operating system capable of adapting
to all the product lines and Scm Group
devices, with regard to Industry 4.0 and
Industrial IoT. The objective is to create
a single interface across all the Group's
technologies, which not only meets with the
most innovative demands of contemporary
IT design, but also allows any operator,
irrespective of their language, background,
culture or professional experience, to
have a direct, confident approach with a
wide variety of machinery. The interface
adapts to the user's characteristics in
terms of language, computer literacy
and information complexity, providing
recommendations for an effective use of the
machine.

“The success of the Maestro Active visual and
interaction design project is a demonstration
of how much this system can meet user
experience demands made by Scm Group's
client companies, operating across the globe
in various commodity sectors: from the
furniture to the building industry, from the
car to aerospace industry, from the nautical
industry to the manufacturing of plastics.
The aim is to provide our state-of-the-art
technologies with exclusive digital systems,
to make using the machine even more
effective, easier and pleasant, and guarantee
a high level of know-how," comments
Federico Ratti, Innovation Director at Scm
Group.
"We are extremely proud of the result
achieved with our long-standing partnership
with Scm Group; the re-designing of
such a complex, important system for the
competitiveness of a company could only
have been achieved thanks to genuine
complicity between the multi-disciplinary
skills of researchers, designers and
business experts at NiEW and the wealth
of technologies experience and market
leadership possessed by Scm Group",
declared Daniele De Cia, Founder and
President of NiEW srl.

Above (from left) Andrea Violante, CEO of NiEW, Daniele de Cia, Founder of NiEW, Federico
Ratti, Director of Scm Group Innovation and Massimiliano Olivieri, Scm Group Software
Design Manager
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Professor Peter Zec, founder and CEO at
Red Dot Award, said: "The Red Dot Award
has been one of the largest, most important
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design competitions in the world for 65 years,
and offers designers, agencies and companies
the chance to present their excellences in
the world of design. I would like to offer
my congratulations to the winners for their
distinction. Anyone who can make their mark
in a fierce, global competition like this one,
deserves to feel proud of the results achieved".

The Maestro Active interface was also at the
centre of the Inclusive European project
case study aiming to develop automation
systems for the manufacturing industry
which can be configured with the user's
specifications. Systems where the machine
manages to adapt to the operator's
skills making the handling experience

increasingly more enjoyable and easier
and, with an eye to the future, opening
up to new scenarios which are currently
unimaginable, like the possibility of
providing opportunities for disadvantaged
people or those with limited physical and
cognitive skills.

Betta Style Kitchens & Joinery - going
from strength to strength
After two arduous years since the unification
between Betta Style Laminating Pty Ltd and
Pre-Fab Industries Pty Ltd was completed
successfully, two companies have now become
one under the ownership and direction of its
original founder Mr. Nino Strangio. They
have worked extremely hard not only to make
the transition smooth but to excel in what
they know and do best - Kitchens and Joinery.
Betta Style Kitchens and Joinery are thrilled
to have been recognized by the Industry and
have picked up a number of Awards for their
work, including 2018 Winner Best Kitchen
Design under $ 20,000, 2018 Second Finalist
Best Kitchen Design under $ 20,000, 2018

Finalist Best In Built Furniture, and this year
2019 Finalist Best Kitchen New Build $ 60,001
- $ 80,000. This year Mr. Jamie Dragarski, 3rd
year apprentice at Betta Style Kitchens and
Joinery, was nominated for the Apprentice of
the Year Award and was recognizing by the
judges for his efforts and skills by giving him
a “Special Commendation” Award.
Their success could not be possible without
all their team members, who are all skilled,
enthusiastic and hardworking individuals.
Betta Style Kitchens and Joinery are also a
socially aware company that put people first.
They have been sponsoring the McGrath

Foundation through Polytec since 2018,
and have pledged to walk 300,000 steps in
October to raise funds to support brain cancer
research, advocacy and awareness through
the Cure Brain Cancer Foundation. Giving is
not just about a donation, it is about making
a difference.
Betta Style Kitchens & Joinery Pty Ltd is well
positioned for further growth and are excited
by the prospect of continuing to bring client
ideas to life and producing beautiful kitchens
that effectively blend functionality and style. ❚
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Building up to Sydney Build Expo 2020
What to check out at Australia's
Leading Construction,
Architecture and Infrastructure
Expo.
Australia’s top built environment experts will
meet with industry businesses and vendors at
the annual Sydney Build Expo 2020. Taking
place on the 19th-20th of March 2020, the
event will showcase the latest in equipment,
innovations and developments across
Australia’s Construction, Architecture and
Infrastructure Industries.
Returning for its fifth consecutive run,
Sydney Build Expo 2020 is anticipated to
expand its scale, scope and outreach beyond
preceding trade shows to become the largest
Sydney Build to date. Taking place in the very
heart of the city, Australia’s most renowned
B2B construction tradeshow of the year will
be held at the iconic Sydney International
Convention Centre. The event is free to attend
and requires a simple registration on the
expo's website to secure a spot amongst the
25,000+ pre-registered attendees. Here’s
what to expect in the build-up to the expo’s
upcoming 2020 return:

Sydney Build Expo
Overview
Brought to you by Oliver Kinross, Sydney
Build is part of the company’s award-winning
‘BUILD’ exhibition portfolio that extends
internationally to include trade shows held
throughout New York, Chicago and London.
Promising to be bigger and better than
ever before, Sydney Build 2020 will feature
over 350+ exhibitors and 300+ speakers
in 21 summits across 8 stages. Alongside
Sydney Build, the CIVENEX infrastructure
exhibition and Sydney Transport and
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Roads Expo will be co-hosted at the venue.
Three major expos in one, spread across a
two-day period, will showcase the latest in
technological advancement and touch upon
controversial topics highly prevalent within
the contemporary built environment industry.
Boasting a comprehensive program and
diverse range of displays, the event’s
show floor incorporates a unique format
designed to stimulate business networking
opportunities between attendees and
exhibitors and deliver quality content across
for audience members in an entertaining and
engaging manner. Cutting-edge seminars,
sponsored networking lounges and live
equipment demonstrations are just a small
portion of what attendees can expect to
encounter at this year's expo.
Sydney Build Expo 2020 will feature a
networking lounge powered by Linkedin. This
unique first of its kind networking experience
will enable attendees and exhibitors the
opportunity to network and establish
contact with one another face-to-face in a
casual ‘disconnected’ environment, whilst
simultaneously establishing connections and
sharing contact info with one another over

their online Linkedin network. Equipped
with a unique QR code linking each user to
their virtual profile, attendees with a smart
device at the Linkedin networking lounge
will be granted access to insight, content and
networking opportunities all year round as
part of a new community that features a wide
range of meet-ups and social events. Other
noteworthy features of the lounge include
complimentary refreshments, entertainment
and a Humans of Construction display which
will broadcast images of over 1000 influential
industry figures along with live profiles of
those attending the Expo.

Opportunities for all
Uniting thousands of construction experts,
architects, engineers, designers, government
personal and aspiring tradies is no easy
task. That’s why Sydney Build Expo has
themed its 300 top-level speakers into 21
free to attend summits which are scheduled
to take place on the 8 stages scattered
throughout the venue. These CPD accredited
presentations will encompass a plethora of
exclusive industry insights; touching upon
topics of interest prevalent within the field of
construction and shedding light on the firsthand experience of industry professionals.

www.suppliermagazine.com.au
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• Non-Conformance & Defects
Summit
• HVAC & Facilities Management
Summit
• Property Management Summit
• Sydney Metro & Rail Summit
•
•
•
•
•

Sydney Transport & Roads Summit
The Government Policy Summit
The Asset Management Summit
The Engineers Summit 		
The New Infrastructure Summit

Speaker, sponsor,
exhibitor showcase
Sydney Build capitalises on the strong
economy and high levels of inward migration
which currently make Sydney one of the best
performing construction industries in the
world. The main objective of the expo is to
provide the best opportunity for professionals
to get together to discuss past, present and
future projects. The event enables the industry
to educate itself and provides the perfect
marketing tool for companies looking to
stand out within the competitive construction
industry.

Below is a comprehensive list of summits
occurring throughout the course of the event:
• Contractors & Subcontractors
Summit
• Architecture & Design Summit
• Digital Transformation Summit
• Disruptive Technology Summit
• Geospatial Summit		
• The BIM Summit		
• Construction Outlook: Forecasts & Tenders
•
•
•
•
•

On the topic of speakers, Sydney Build has
been consistent in attracting high-level
experts and securing prominent figures such
as the lord mayor of Sydney Clover Moore
to lend their time for the event. Key figures
central to Sydney’s urban development

confirmed to speak at the 2020 expo include
the city of Sydney Deputy Lord Mayor Linda
Scott. Industry leaders at the forefront of
developing on-site technologies such as the
senior BIM manager at AECOM Ceasare
Caoduro and principal at Architectus, Rodd
Perey, are due to present. Furthermore, other
distinguished speakers featured in the 2020
lineup include Downer Construction director
Mac Harvey, Aurecon director Rowena Walk,
Laing O’Rourke technical director Andrew
Harris, and the NSW Minister for industrial
relations and Treasurer Dominic Perrottet.

Four in One
Sydney Build Expo 2020 will feature two
additional expos run alongside the main
Sydney Build stage. They include the
CIVENEX Expo, a successful initiative held
by the IPWEA (Institute of Public Works
Engineering Australia), and Sydney Transport
and Roads Expo, to extend the show's
outreach further into the infrastructure and
transportation industries. These events offer a
more focused insight into their relevant fields,
however, all three are free to attend under the
same ticket and attendees are encouraged to
freely explore all areas of the show depending
on their interest.
The 2020 Australian Construction Awards
are being co-hosted alongside Sydney Build
and are scheduled to take place on the
first night of the expo. Taking place at the

Reconciliation in Construction
Modular & Prefab Summit 		
Women in Construction Summit
Sustainable Construction Summit
Fire & Safety Summit 		
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Sydney Cricket Grounds, the ACA is an awards
event that recognizes the achievements,
developments and innovation within
Australia's booming construction industry
and features a wide range of categories for
solution providers, contractors, architects,
developers and local authorities. All awards
are free to enter and are impartially judged
by a panel of leading industry experts from
across Sydney, New South Wales and Australia
as a whole. Any company that services the

Australian construction, architecture or
design industry are eligible to enter.
The foundation of the Sydney Build Expo
has been built on providing education and
training opportunities across the Australian
built environment industry; therefore,
Sydney Build hopes to provide guests new
perspectives and favourable circumstances
for approaching this booming field. More
importantly, Sydney Build hopes that its

attendees can build lasting relationships
within the industry to further the growth
potential of Australian construction
development.
For more information and to
register a complimentary ticket:
https://tickets.lup.com.au/sydneybuild-2020
www.sydneybuildexpo.com
marketing@sydneybuildexpo.com ❚

Biesse Growth Unabated
Following on after the grand opening of
the new Biesse Group Campus in Sydney
earlier this year, the group strengthened
their position ‘down-under’ with a new
showroom in Melbourne and a completely
refurbished facility in Auckland, New
Zealand. Biesse continues their growth
around the World with further showrooms.
The latest opening was in Nersingen, near
Ulm in Southern Germany and Supplier’s
Phil Ashley was there earlier this year to see
what was going on.
Biesse Deutschland GmbH was founded
in 1997, close to their new facility. The
showroom catered to the south of Germany

before another branch opened in Löhne,
North Rhine-Westphalia in 2001 where the
largest German manufacturers are located.
Their new showroom in Nersingen was
built to allow the continued expansion
Above: Jacek Pigorsch & Phil Ashley
of the Biesse Group in Germany and is
purpose-built to allow machinery to be easily We will also offer our customers a very
brought in and out, and to provide a unique modern training area with ideal conditions
for training on machines and software.”
customer sales and training experience.
Federico Broccoli; Head of Sales for the
Wood Division adds, “This is another
Jacek Pigorsch is Managing Director of
way the Biesse Group is continually
Biesse Deutschland GmbH and said, “We
will be able to provide 1600 m2 of exhibition strengthening its position as a global leader.
By providing an ideal environment, Biesse
space to display an unprecedented number
technologies are showcased in the best
of our innovative machines and systems,
possible light.”
alongside our software and IoT solutions.
In the showroom, ducting is from above
as you would expect, but connections to
compressed air and power come from
vertical ‘service’ stations located in rows
within the showroom. And when a machine
needs to be installed or removed, this is done
by means of mini ‘hover’ units, and not
with rollers that may damage the squeakyclean floors. Stefan Blosch is Marketing and
Communications Manager; he assures us
that a four-ton machine can be moved with
just one finger. As usual, Biesse innovates in
every possible way.

Supplier Oct/Nov 2019
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Advanced Cabinetry clean up at the HIA awards

T

he Advanced Cabinetry team were
thrilled to pick up not 1, not 2, not
3 but 4 awards at the recent HIA
Western Victoria Regional Housing Awards.
Owner Clint Smith said “it was a great
achievement for the team made that little bit
more special as we celebrate our 20th year in
business.”
The awards won were Renovated Kitchen
up to $30,000, Renovated Kitchen $30,001$50,000, Renovated Kitchen over $50,000
and Kitchen of the year.
Each of the award-winning kitchens were
quite different in design and style, and the
designers enjoyed creating each of these
spaces for their clients. They captured the
requests of each client beautifully and
incorporated that into a functional kitchen
design that they all loved.

Advanced Cabinetry began in October 1999
with a passion for cabinet making and
a desire to create a professional cabinet
making business. After completing a
cabinet making apprenticeship, crafting
fine furniture and working in a number
of cabinet making shops, it was evident
that starting up their own business was
something they wanted to do and Advanced
Cabinetry was formed.
For the first couple of years Advanced
Cabinetry operated out of a small 4 car
garage with secondhand machinery, a
drafting board and 1 dog… Demand
increased, and employment of staff kicked
off, employing their first apprentice.
As the business grew, a purpose-built
manufacturing facility and showroom was
built to support the ongoing growth and the
focus to be a professional design led kitchen
company.

Advanced Cabinetry currently employee
30 skilled staff, work out of a modern
2000 m2 manufacturing facility with a kitchen
showroom in Ballarat. They service Western
Victoria, Western Melbourne and the greater
Geelong region. Earlier this year they opened a
Showroom in Geelong, to better showcase their
cabinetry to their clients in that area.

Above: Clint & Tanya Smith
Supplier Oct/Nov 2019

“We want to continue being designers and
makers of beautiful kitchens and offer our
clients the best design service we can,” said
Clint. ❚
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CABINET VISION Version 12 - Providing benefits for
machining and greater control of parts

T

he latest version of CABINET VISION
delivers greater control and flexibility
for the machining of part connections,
empowering users to better automate and
manage every aspect of production.
Released recently by Planit Cutting Edge
Solutions in Australia, CABINET VISION
Version 12 features an all-new connection
manager that delivers complete control over
the machining that occurs where two parts
come together. This enables users to easily
define and automate those connections.
As part of the recent release, Planit hosted
their Planit Live Seminars across the country
to give customers an insight into the new
version. These seminars allowed customers
to come and get a hands-on approach to the
new version, to understand the benefits and
discover how the new version will help their
internal systems.

Supplier Oct/Nov 2019

Blake Cugley, National Marketing
Coordinator for Planit, commented that
“Planit Live 2019 is the second time we
have hosted this type of national seminar
series for our customers. It was great to
give our customers an update on not only
CABINET VISION Version 12, but the
latest updates from Vortek Spaces
and to also announce the launch
of AC Australia CAD CAM Solutions,
our new division which will be
focussing on ALPHACAM. We had a
great response from our customers,
many travelling a long distance to
make one of our 6 seminars across
the country. This was on the back
of our first Livestream Webinar that
we hosted for our Customer Care
Members. Creating our own little TV
Studio, our livestream gave clients
the opportunity to get an early
overview of Version 12. We even had
a customer share a photo of himself
streaming our Livestream on his
boardroom TV.“

“When developing CABINET VISION Version
12, we were focused on giving our users
more control over how their cabinets are
constructed,” said CABINET VISION Global
Product Manager Chip Martin. “The new
connection machining in version 12 is a
game-changer for automating how our
customers connect their parts together,
whether for cabinets or closets.”
This latest version also features a completely
redesigned CABINET VISION Assembly
Manager, which is utilised to specify
construction methods and standardise the
production of their products. In version
12, the assembly manager offers increased
flexibility, including the ability to select
connections per part, and an enhanced,
user-friendly interface.
The new connection manager, along
with the ability to assign connections in
the CABINET VISION assembly manager,
delivers unparalleled flexibility for defining
and automating construction methods.

www.suppliermagazine.com.au
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CABINET VISION Version 12 offers a direct
link to the Leica Geosystems 3D DISTO™
measurement tool, which accurately
captures 3D coordinates with the precision
needed for project planning. Designed
to eliminate unwelcome surprises due to
measurement inaccuracies, this direct link
with CABINET VISION enables users to drive
the layout of jobs directly from the job site.

This development offers greater control
over every aspect of connection machining
while maintaining both ease of use and part
quality.

Among this latest version’s interface
enhancements is the option to display all
contextual, or right-click, menus as radial
menus. Radial menus offer a number of
key advantages — most notably speed and
ease of use.
As Version 12 continues to be rolled out,
Garry Thoroughgood, National Services
Manager for Planit, also shared that the
Planit Services Team have been holding
‘Local Install Days’ across the country &
online, to give their customers assistance
when installing Version 12, and conduct
a system check one-on-one with a
technician.

Planit Live also allowed Planit to collaborate
with the team from CR Kennedy, who
showcased their range of Leica Laser
Measurers, including the recently released
BLK 360. “Laser Measuring is becoming
more & more essential to our industry as
we continue to rely on accuracy within our
manufacturing systems,” said Cugley, “and
so collecting accurate data points with laser
measuring is only going to take it to that
next step”.

“It’s all about ensuring our customers have
a good experience, and it’s also another way
Planit wants to give back to the industry”. ❚

®
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Timeless Splashback Style

T

he kitchen is the ‘heart of the home’
– a space where meals are made
and shared, conversations flow and
families bond. While some designs follow
very specific trends, the best are built around
quality and craftmanship.
Creating a timeless kitchen requires a few
key elements – hardwearing benchtops,
streamlined cabinetry and high-quality
splashbacks. The latter can dictate the
look of a kitchen and how quickly it will
begin to look dated. On a more practical
level, splashbacks are low maintenance,
bring vibrancy to the kitchen by reflecting
light and reducing shadows, and act as a
protective surface for walls against moisture,
dirt, grease and cooking splatters.
Stegbar, in collaboration with interior
designer and trend forecaster, Marylou
Cafaro, has launched the Stegbar “Create
Splashbacks Series”, including the Mirror,
Metallic and Colour Collections. “The aim
was to create understated refined spaces
that speak to quality and longevity,” says
Marylou. “A decade ago splashbacks stood
out, but now they need to blend in with the
whole home design and be an integral part
of the joinery and space.”

Fitted by Stegbar’s experts and consisting
of a single pane of made-to measure glass
per surface, the Create Splashback Series
offers a seamless look, free from grout lines.
With the addition of Nanoclean Protective
Coating, they also repel oil and water more
effectively, removing the need for harsh
chemicals and reducing cleaning time by
90%.

The Create Colour
Collection
Nature has set the tone for this range of 20
contemporary hues starting at the lighter
end of the spectrum with soft white, grey
and beige shades. The collection progresses
through to darker luxe stone, charcoal
and black tones, all of which will breathe
timeless style into any space.

The Create Metallic
Collection
For a grand statement that transcends
modern and vintage design, this range
features four pearlescent looks – pearl gold,
pearl copper, pearl beige and pearl dark
grey. These mesmerising tones are especially
effective when used to complement tapware
and cabinetry door handles.

The Create Mirror
Collection
If creating a sense of spaciousness and
modernity in your kitchen is key, then a
reflective silver, bronze or grey mirror look
is a must. The range’s understated surfaces
are a hallmark of contemporary design and
will subtly mirror the outdoors in your home
while helping to reflect light, lifting dark
spaces.

Glass options
The range offers a number of glass options
from the reflective Clarity Gloss and
Lustre Gloss Glass, through to never seen
before matte looks. Lustre Matte Glass and
Clarity Matte Glass offer subtlety, blending
effortlessly into any contemporary kitchen
palette and both work particularly well with
metallic tones.
As a trend forecaster, Marylou explains
that today’s home owners want elements
that work together and complement the
entire home, which was a core principle
in designing the customisable range. “It’s
about collaborating with other looks,

Supplier Oct/Nov 2019
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finishes and materials with an underlying
tone that connects all the elements together,”
says Marylou.

Understanding the challenges of designing
and visualising the perfect kitchen space,
Stegbar has teamed with Polytec and
Caesarstone to bring consumers the ultimate
kitchen colour guide. Stegbar’s top 20
colours are expertly matched with Polytec
surfaces and Caesarstone benchtops, creating
an array of go-to kitchen colour palettes.

Stegbar’s Create Splashbacks Series offers
ideal backdrops to stone, timber and metal
elements within a kitchen. “The palette was
carefully chosen to transcend trends and not
pigeon-hole a design,” explains Marylou,
“with colours selected to ensure that the
splashback ties all the kitchen elements
together, rather than stand out and overtake
the space.”

Fastmount releases
new solution for
heavyweight panels
Continuing their trend of working closely
with customers to drive innovation,
Fastmount, leader in hidden panel mounting
systems, has released their new LP-SMX,
adding a low profile yet high performance
clip to the Low Profile Range.
The new LP-SMX is a low profile, screw fix
male clip that offers an extra-heavy duty

With its wide range of colour options and
finishes, Stegbar’s Create Splashbacks Series
will help any kitchen design to achieve a highquality look that will stand the test of time. ❚

15kg pull out load, making it ideal for
both heavyweight and large thin interior
panels. The LP-SMX is the third clip across
Fastmount’s range of products that provides
such a heavy-duty fixing.
While the Low Profile Range covers a wide
range of panel mounting solutions, it was
the only range by Fastmount that didn’t
yet offer a heavy-duty option for installers.
Working closely with their Italian distributor,
Promotech Italia, they learnt that there was
a large demand for a new male in this range
that could be used easily in all areas of an
interior fitout – without having to use a
variety of different clips.

“We really see this being taken up by
designers and installers that are after a
bit of a ‘one size fits all’ solution – it is
low profile, incredibly easy to install, and
great for pre-installation and flat packing
due to its extremely durable head design,”
comments Gregg Kelly, Managing Director
and Head of Innovation at Fastmount. “An
additional feature is that there is a pin on
the back of the clip, which drops seamlessly
into the mark on the panel made by the CP08ST centrepoint, making locating the clip
onto the panel rapid.”
Fastmount recommends the LP-SMX to
be used in conjunction with their LPAF8A female, a clip that allows 8mm of
supported panel adjustment, providing a
flexible yet heavy duty panel mounting
option. ❚

Supplier Oct/Nov 2019
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The Art of Storage – FLIPDOOR

F

LIPDOOR by REHAU combines
modern design with clever
functionality. The combination of
smooth movement, intuitive operation,
a unique mechanism and an attractive
appearance provides a refreshingly different
cabinet concept, thus offering an alternative
to current standard systems such as folding
lift doors or swing flaps. The installation
location is not limited to kitchens, as
FLIPDOOR can also be implemented as an
individual piece of furniture in shop fittings
or living rooms.

With FLIPDOOR, it becomes a little easier
to fulfil your wishes for more individuality
and high-quality design. The accomplished
product design and intelligent storage
space solution combine into an innovative
furniture idea. A smooth surface unfolds
when opening a staggered lamellar structure.
The elements move upward in a light, elegant
and continuous manner – without visible
track elements, mechanisms or abutting
faces as when opening doors or flaps. This
provides an attractive appearance, regardless
of whether it's closed, ajar or fully open.

FLIPDOOR impresses users with its
outstanding mechanism, appearance,
material and installation. The tilt effect of
the slats means the system requires very
little forward spatial depth for opening. This
minimises the risk of impact or injury from
protruding edges. The patented opening
mechanism is particularly light and can be
operated with a finger. The storage space
thus remains easily accessible even under
difficult conditions – this is particularly
useful in kitchens.

Supplier Oct/Nov 2019
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New move at the furniture market
Kitchen buyers currently differentiate primarily between brand and
quality, the desire for individuality is constantly growing. Suppliers
who wish to offer exclusive and tailored solutions now have one
more arrow in their quiver. With FLIPDOOR, REHAU offers the
kitchen industry something which brings customers one step closer
towards complete individuality. And it does so with the added value
of renowned, high-quality material as well as a clever cross-system
design concept. REHAU is a partner with comprehensive service for
the furniture industry. ❚

The individual slats are made of the REHAU glass laminate
RAUVISIO crystal. This achieves a perfect décor concept across
the whole kitchen front, while also impressing with the renowned
product benefits of the material, such as scratch and impact
resistance, easy cleaning and soft-touch paintwork.
The completely pre-assembled component is delivered fully built and
simply needs to be installed on site. In the event of damage, the slats
can be easily replaced individually by the service team.

Features, colours and facts
The planned standard range features the slat colours Bianco, Piano,
Grafit, Perla and Titanio, and you can choose between high gloss or
matt, as well as from the full selection of the RAUVISIO crystal unicolour range as a non-standard assortment. Regardless of whether
it's used in a décor concept for the front or a distinctive stand-alone
piece of furniture, such as in combination with wood or concrete
materials, the application possibilities are manifold. All slats can be
individually or fully replaced later for repairs or a full colour change.
FLIPDOOR is currently available in the widths of 600, 900 and 1000
millimetres and in the heights of 650 or 780 millimetres.

Supplier Oct/Nov 2019
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Flexible systems for open-plan living spaces
More flexible, more comfortable, more open
- Vauth-Sagel is responding to a current
key trend: the blurring of the boundaries
between the different living zones.
Clearly separated living spaces are an
increasingly thing of the past. Instead, the
boundaries between the different areas
are becoming blurred. Many people prefer
coordinated home concepts with elements,
colours and shapes that are repeated
throughout. "We are opening up to all
living areas," says Vauth-Sagel CEO Claus
Sagel. "As a system developer with a high
level of material expertise, we can create
components that are universally usable."
The systems work just as well in the living
area as they do in the kitchen or the utility
room.

Supplier Oct/Nov 2019

VS SUB Comfort: the comfortable
solutions for opening up the lower area of
cabinets equipped with doors. The storage
space solution, which has already won
four awards and makes it easier to access
the lower two storage levels of cabinets
with doors. The product impresses with
innovative technology, when the cabinet
doors are opened, two trays slide out directly
towards the user. Things that are needed
most frequently are stored on the upper tray
and can therefore be conveniently accessed
as soon as the cupboard door is opened. If
you want to access the lower level, you can
simply push the top level back in. Thanks to
its clever kinematics, both trays slide softly
back into the cupboard when the doors
are closed. The system can be integrated
into cupboards with one door as well as
cupboards with two doors.

VS COR Wheel Pro 75 brings the inside
out in kitchens or living rooms. It has also
been designed with open-plan living in
mind. Originally developed for kitchens, the
corner cabinet solution without a spaceconsuming central fixing pole is now also
available for living areas – with a lower tray

www.suppliermagazine.com.au
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depth that matches the standard living room storage unit depths.
With VS COR Wheel Pro 75, Vauth-Sagel illustrates how to unlock
more storage space and how to make it comfortably accessible

VS COR Close Assist: premium-class soft close guide. It is a small
component with a huge effect. The unique fitting solves the problem
of the hinge version for which soft close has so far not been available.
It also prevents the protruding handle from colliding with the
adjacent door and can be fitted afterwards independent of the interior
fitting version.

VS SUB Flex: The base cabinet pull-out VS SUB Flex was
equipped with the VS ELEMENTS Orga Cook Set, which consists of
trays in three different heights and widths that can be individually
arranged as required inside one storage box. Spoons or spices, for
example, can therefore be stored in a practical way yet are also
quickly at hand. ❚

Contact us for your

FREE TOOL TRIAL*

+61 3 9555 2966 | hp@carbitool.com.au

VS SUB Basket: With the new open 900mm width VS SUB Basket,
Vauth-Sagel has added a genuine highlight and an alternative to
a classic drawer to its portfolio. The beautifully shaped basket in a
contemporary steel design offers easily accessible storage space to
cooking fans and is so aesthetically appealing that it doesn't need to
be hidden behind a front.

Supplier Oct/Nov 2019
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Richard Small:

An Enjoyable Journey
Story by Philip Ashley

R

ichard Small was born in Sydney in
1934 and still lives there. Richard,
or Dick as his friends know him,
started work in 1952 at the age of 17.
Queen Elizabeth II was the newly crowned
British Monarch and Robert Menzies was
Prime Minister of Australia. A new railway
line connects Melbourne and Adelaide;
Qantas starts their first service to South
Africa and Lang Hancock discovers the
World’s largest deposit of iron ore in West
Australia’s Hammersley Ranges. Richard
was just getting started on a path that would
eventually shape the future of furniture
making in Australia.

Richard Small is one of a few
key individuals who has shaped
the modern furniture industry in
Australia since the 1970’s and 80’s.
Supplier Oct/Nov 2019

Richard trained as a chartered accountant
and worked for a small company where he
developed a good understanding of financial
matters, a skill he would use throughout
his long career. After a while he moved to
Leopold Barnett, a long-established company
distributing many products and Richard
found himself visiting furniture factories
on a regular basis, attending to their needs.
He says of the time, “There was a very
complete furniture industry consisting of
second-generation owners and many new
Australians.” It was at this time he met John
Tiddy who became a lifelong friend, even
though they were in fact, rivals.
He says, “Many of my customers became
my very good friends and through them I
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learned something every day. I continue to
refer to that time as attending the ‘university
of experience’. I worked my way up through
that company and ended up as managing
director. It wasn’t as glamorous as it
sounds, in those days those companies were
managed ‘on the run’ so it wasn’t that big
a deal. Then, in 1968 at about the age of 34
I decided that I should work for myself, so I
resigned and started my business; Richard
Small Distribution. I handed the titles to our
home to the bank in return for the necessary
finance.”

The Business

production that at the time was mostly
assembled with screws.”
In the early 1970’s John Cover and Bob
Maley of Australian Trade Equipment
started to organise overseas industry tours
and Richard ‘crashed’ the first tour, joining
it for a few days. The group of Aussies’
visited German kitchen makers to witness
firsthand the new manufacturing processes
they quickly adapted. Particle board was an
idea of German Luftwaffe fighter pilot and

inventor Max Himmelheber and started
to have an influence on Australian
furniture design and construction in
the mid-1950’s. It really took off with
the introduction of CNC machinery and
particularly, furniture hardware known as
‘system-32’. It was named after the closest
distance drill bits could be placed together
because of the size of the gears available
at the time. Richard recognised the need
for assembly fittings and concealed hinges
based on this system.

Below: Marrickville Distribution Centre

Richard continues, “My business started
doing too many things to mention, however
it worked, and my first real opportunity
was when, in 1970 I was appointed the
representative for a strong Canadian
company that designed and manufactured
a complete meccano set of office chair
components. My objective was to seek out
new customers; the product was very well
received nationally, and a very successful
venture was begun. At this time Australia
was well on the way to ‘flat panel’ cabinet

Above: David Noakes Snr-Peter Yates and Richard Small
Supplier Oct/Nov 2019

“Many of my
customers
became my very
good friends and
through them I
learned something
every day.”
www.suppliermagazine.com.au
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stock to be sold and for the customer to settle
up. Their company was FHS (Furniture
Hardware Supplies) and Richard selected
more companies who wanted to join the
BLUM distribution net.
Some of the early people Richard worked
with include Ron Redman who was his very
first employee. Ron started out as storeman
and ended up in the management team
that also included Brett Ambrose and the
late Brian Cairnduff. Richard calls them ‘a
champion team.’ Their distribution policy
was successful. Over the course of time
the product was offered by two alternate
distributors in all market areas. Richard
recalls that cabinet makers and customers
welcomed the strong and reliable supply
source.

Above: Richard with Gerhard Blum at AWISA in 1986

“Together we
expanded market
share and the need
for larger premises
on my part, and
more expert skilled
staff to transfer
knowledge of the
continual new
products from
BLUM.”
Supplier Oct/Nov 2019

Richard said, “About 1972/3 I was
extremely fortunate to be appointed as
the Australian factory representative for
Julius Blum GmbH, my responsibility
was to establish a market share for Blum
hardware in Australia. The cabinet
industry was already efficiently supplied
by established and highly regarded
competitors and from my side progress
was slow and hard. I needed a team of
connected people to introduce the new
BLUM programme throughout all corners
of Australia. I decided that the best way was
through distributors already serving the
cabinet makers and with whom I could work
and educate their staff and customers.”

FHS
And so, together with his good friend David
Noakes (senior) they partnered a hardware
supply company, deposited their home titles
with the bank and away they went, growing
into a national distribution organisation.
Richard recalls, “We bought short and sold
long” meaning they paid for what they
stocked up front and then waited for the

The BLUM product development continued
to grow. “Together we expanded market
share and the need for larger premises on
my part, and more expert skilled staff to
transfer knowledge of the continual new
products from BLUM. We also needed to
connect with kitchen designers as the value
and use of our product continued to expand
especially when in the 90’s, useful drawers
replaced shelves and doors.” Richard recalls
a time in 1977 when Julius Blum touched
him on the arm and proudly said, “Dick, we
now have 358 employees.” Recently, BLUM
employees totalled just under eight thousand
people word wide.

AWISA
Richard recalls the first trade show for the
furniture and cabinet making industry in
Australia. Profurn was held in the Royal
Exhibition Buildings in Melbourne in 1986
and two years after that, the first AWISA show
was staged at the Wool Stores at Yennora in
Sydney’s west. This was organised by Vicky
Cammiade and Maureen Horne who had
started Australasian Supplier magazine only
a few years before that. The people who got
it all started included John Tiddy, the first
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chairman and a close personal friend of
Richards; John Cover; Robert Schloeffel;
Peter Rowley; John Bainbridge; Bruce
Evans; Richard Small and others, and Geoff
Holland as administrator. They represented
all of the diverse sectors of the furniture
supply chain.
Richard welcomed and supported Trade
shows in Australia to exhibit machinery and
hardware to the industry as an opportunity
to educate customers and staff in the very
latest technology and products. AWISA group
entity was established and the exhibitions
that followed, now organised by the AWISA
committee, are recognised as equal to the
world’s best. Richard is credited with coming
up with the AWISA name and he was to
remain a member of the committee until his
retirement.
These were demanding times and Richard
said, “Personally, to say the least, I was
extremely busy at all times with my
responsibility to BLUM and DYNAFURN,
my distribution company for office chair
components, and my directorship in

FHS. I was also an active and competitive
yachtsman and director and hon treasurer
of my yacht club.” Richard was involved
in competitions here in Australia and
overseas. His yacht class was the Etchells,
mostly referred to as the E22 because of the
22 feet on the waterline. He tells us he was
‘moderately’ successful.

The Transition
In 1993 Richard received an unwelcome
message that proved that he was not
infallible. Richard had a heart attack and
was literally down and out in the gutter. A
local vet found him there and moved him
onto the grass. In hospital later on, Richard
started having serious thoughts about his
future and the future of his employees and
his company. He jokes, “It was a message,
God told me to wake up to myself. On my
way home from hospital I bought a set of
golf clubs and joined a club in preparation
for retirement.”
“At the BLUM international conference in
Austria in 1995 I looked at the attendees who
were young enough to be my grandchildren.

Above: Richard with Christian Schwertzler (left) and Gerhard Blum (right).

Supplier Oct/Nov 2019

“When I retired
in 1997, my staff
remained and
are there today
to continue the
management
unchanged. It was
a very enjoyable
and successful
journey...”
It was then I decided in fairness to all
my employees and indeed to BLUM that I
must set a succession plan immediately”
Richard said. “When I retired in 1997,
my staff remained and are there today to
continue the management unchanged. It
was a very enjoyable and successful journey,
not only for me, but also for the team and
our suppliers and particularly for BLUM
who continue to enjoy a strong support for
their products.” When Richard retired, his
company became BLUM Australia with Brett
Ambrose as Managing Director.
These days Richard observes the eight
children of his three daughters plan their
future. When asked how he would like to be
remembered, Richard takes pause and says,
“Success comes through leadership and
teamwork.” He’s not interested in taking any
credit for himself but there is no doubt that
Richard will be remembered as one of our
industry’s pioneers, certainly in the cabinet
hardware sector and truly, an ICON of our
times. ❚
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Below: REHAU colour

Edge banding is arguably one of the most technically difficult processes
in furniture manufacturing. However; the once-temperamental machine
has been largely tamed and so, with the right tooling and adhesives, the
process isn’t as daunting as it used to be. Let’s take a look at the latest
developments.

T
Above: REHAU Lazer edges on lightweight panels
Supplier Oct/Nov 2019

he edge bander looks like one long
machine until you open the cover.
Then you realise its actually many
small machines, or units, operating one after
the other on the one panel. Getting all those
basic units working together in harmony to
produce a perfect edged panel used to be a
nightmare. Added to the problems most users
had with adhesives; this machine was one
to be feared or at best, disliked. Modern edge
banders are much more refined, but users
still say you need to get to know them; to
find out what makes them tick.
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The units are; from front to rear, a spraying
unit to apply a solution preventing glue
sticking to the panel surface. A counterrotating twin-cutter jointing unit to remove
a small cut from the panel edge. An edge
heating unit. A feed unit for edge tape or
solid wood edges. A guillotine to cut the
edge tape to the length of the panel. One or
two gluing units to either apply EVA or PUR
adhesive, or to activate laser edge tape. A set
of rollers to press the edge onto the panel. A
snipping saw to trim the tape off both ends
of the panel. Top and bottom trimming units
that may incorporate a rounding function.

Rounding or profile trimming units;
scraping and buffing units, and more.
Thankfully, on many current industrial edge
banders these units are mostly controlled
by a computer program. All that may need
to be changed is the thickness setting of
the edge tape, either on the PC, or by hand.
Completely manually-set edge banding
machines are still available, and these are
suitable for producing one or two kitchens
a week. The more you invest, the larger the
machine; the more units you get; the thicker
your applied edges can be and the faster

the machine will run, although a machine
capable of feeding pieces closer together
could produce as many panels a minute as a
machine with a faster feed speed.
A manually adjusted machine can take
at least ten minutes to change the set up
and for mostly commodity whiteboard
for kitchens, this is fine. Limit switches
used in the more ‘manual’ machines were
problematic because they lacked accuracy.
If you are looking at a used machine you
might inherit this problem. Here, the panel
hits the switch for any function, let’s say

Below: A serious setup

“The more you invest, the larger the machine; the more units you get; the
thicker your applied edges can be and the faster the machine will run...”
Supplier Oct/Nov 2019
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trimming; the unit engages, performs its
operation, disengages and the panel moves
on to the next switch. There are a lot of times
when the panel might be a fraction of a second
early or late and the resulting job will vary in
quality. The problem was glue or chips sticking
to the switch and altering when it actuated.

year, Rehau released their ‘edgeisdigital’
service where a barcode on the edge tape
roll networks the edge material with the
customer’s machine, providing direct access
to actual and/or master data such as the
width, thickness, material, version, colour or
even the coil length in digital format.

Most new machines, even those considered
basic in features, use PLC (programmable
logic control) to activate the units as the
panel travels through the machine. PLC
machines have the ability to store and recall
programs and the average business doing
three to five changeovers a day could save up
to two hours downtime. At the top end and
becoming almost commonplace now are
machines controlled by a computer. A fully
automated machine will typically add ten to
thirty percent to the cost of the equipment,
but the advantages are significant, not the
least which is the ability for the supplier to
diagnose any issue by a remote teleservice.

Modern materials are becoming increasingly
fashionable. Even the use of commodity
whiteboard for cabinet carcases is changing
with customers increasingly ordering cabinets
in dark colours. You would be amazed at how
even basic crockery and cutlery looks more

alive when showcased against black cabinetry.
Materials for doors and tops are now available
with the texture or feel, synchronised with
the printed pattern. Egger (from Nikpol
in Victoria and Proform Products in West
Australia) is one company that excels in this
regard, spending millions of Euro’s every
year on R&D to achieve results you would
hardly think are man-made. Using high-end
designed materials like this and the renowned
Fenix product requires machinery with the
utmost precision, capable of machining
even the most delicate materials such as
lightweight panels. ❚

Below: Dark interiors design

A more sophisticated method of producing
edged panels is the integration of the edge
bander into a cell where the machine;
panel return devices; automatic loading
and unloading systems, are set up to create
a seamless production cycle, controlled by
Industry 4.0 technology; that could also be
assisted by static robots and moving panel
transport ‘bots.’ This technology is available
now and there are companies in Australia
starting to use this technology.
The term ‘batch 1’ has been around for
many years and because of computerisation
and information flow between machines,
is now becoming a reality. Even a small to
medium business can equip itself with a
flexible cell combining the advantages of
customised production with large volumes in
a compact design. Biesse; Homag; Holz-Her;
SCM; IMA and others can supply complete
solutions where the production never stops,
and mistakes are a thing of the past. Edge
suppliers are helping out too and this

Supplier Oct/Nov 2019
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T

he main difference in edge banding
machines is in the type of adhesive
and the way in which the adhesive is
applied to the board. At the top of the scale
is plasma, followed by laser; hot air or NIR
(Near Infrared Radiation); PUR and EVA
(hotmelt) adhesive. Every edge banding
machine can apply EVA with either a glue
pot and roller, or from a cartridge and this
is popular in Australia. PUR adhesives often
need special equipment to store the adhesive
but as a cartridge it’s much easier to do this.
NIR is available from Weinig/Holz-Her and
is an alternative to the hot air system that
was originally developed by the German
Schugoma company. Laser (Homag and

IMA) and plasma (Wood Tech IMA) use the
same edge tapes as hot air machines but
need a very expensive ($100,000+ extra
for the machine) laser or plasma jet to
activate the 0.2mm ‘adhesive’ layer of the
co-extruded edge tape. For a while, this edge
tape was only available ex-Europe, but some
is now manufactured in Australia.
Companies supplying edge banding
machines include (alphabetically) Altendorf
(Hebrock); Ausmach (Ott, Casadei); Beyond
Tools (Casadei, Toughcut); Biesse Group
(Akron, Jade, Stream); Felder (Felder
G-series, Format 4); Forza (Nikmann);
Gregory Machinery (Cehisa); Homag

(EdgeTeQ); Leda (KDT); SCM Group
(Morbidelli, Minimax, Olimpic, Stefani);
Thatcher Machinery (Rhino); Tuckwell
Machinery (Ott); Weinig/Holz-Her (Sprint,
Accura, Lumina); Wood Tech Group (IMA,
Vitap, Fravol). These suppliers mostly
produce edge banding machines to apply
EVA and PUR adhesives. A few can provide
machines to apply plasma or laser edges, but
an increasing number of suppliers are now
supplying machines to apply laser edges at a
more reasonable cost.
The Holz-Her brand uses NIR technology
to apply the co-extruded ‘laser’ edge for a
‘zero-join’ finish. They’ve been providing

Below: Biesse Stream for recreational vehicles
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machines with on-board edge banding. The
co-extruded edge tape costs roughly double
that of standard edge tapes but as there’s no
glue and no cleaning, the cost should just
about level out.

Above: Holz-Her NIR
this technology for many years now; it’s a
proven system requiring no hot air while
also ensuring a quieter workplace. This year
IMA released their LED direct-laser system,
but they aren’t coming clean with any
information about how it works. Suffice it to
say it’s similar to the Holz-Her NIR but as its
only available on the IMA machine, it will
be more expensive. Both these systems use
a lamp of sorts and just like the lamp in a
projector, it will need replacing at some time.

“The technology is called ‘glueBox’
and introduces the edge tape to a
second thin tape of PUR adhesive
together in the glueBox where the
two elements are applied to the panel
edge. It’s revolutionary; simple; clean;
economical and highly profitable.”

The very latest technology was released
at Ligna in June and has just won an
innovation prize at Holz 2019, Switzerland.
It’s from Felder Group and is PUR edge
banding without a glue pot, cartridge or glue
granules. The technology is called ‘glueBox’
and introduces the edge tape to a second thin
tape of PUR adhesive together in the glueBox
where the two elements are applied to the
panel edge. It’s revolutionary; simple; clean;
economical and highly profitable. At the
moment it’s available on Felder’s Format-4
tempora F600 machine. The PUR drawbacks
such as complicated processing, dirty and
hardened glue pots, annoying cleaning
as well as the complex storage are a thing
of the past with this technology which is
certain to be duplicated by other machinery
manufacturers in time. ❚

Below: Stephan Kunzel with glueBox

Hot air is the longest-running technology
to economically apply laser edge tape, but
it does take time to heat up and uses an
amount of compressed air, between 400 to
1,500 litres a minute and this is an added
cost to consider. Machine brands using the
376-degree hot air zero-join technology
have a range of brand names such as
AdvantEdge (Felder); AirForce (Biesse);
AirTeq (Homag); AirFusion (SCM); Airtronic
(Altendorf-Hebrock) and others who use
either their own development or the original
Schugoma system. Biesse use an infra-red
fusion technology they call ‘Ray Force’ on
their CNC processing (routing and drilling)
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Edge Tech

M

odern equipment; board products;
edge tapes and adhesives are
highly developed and understood,
but they are constantly undergoing
developments as technology and material
science moves forward. For instance, some
board products now come with a thin
plastic sheet to protect the surface while
you work on it. A modern machine can
be set so accurately that you can allow for
this surface protectant so when you finally
remove it, you don’t need to do anything
else to the panel. Adhesives are also being
developed, as are the edge tapes and the way
these are applied to the panel. But there are
some basics to start with and we’ve sought
out as many of these as possible.
If you’re buying a new edge bander, make
sure you locate it away from weather
changes such as varied temperatures, or
draughts. The area should be free of dust to
ensure the glue or the board edge doesn’t

Below: Edge-Band Management

become contaminated. For a successful
edge band result, the moisture
content of the board should be
between 8 and 10% so your
board storage is also an
important consideration.
Hotmelt should be stored
in a cool, dry and wellventilated place. Surteco
suggest PUR adhesives
can be stored for 6 months
after production in original
sealed containers, and for 12
months in cartridges.
It is recommended that edge banding
strips in roll form should be stored
horizontally, away from direct sunlight,
at about 18-20°C and a relative humidity
between 50% and 60%. Application
temperature of the adhesive ranges from
160°C to 230°C and is dependent on the
supplier. It is highly recommended that

Above: Leitz flexTrim3
both the board and edge tape are the same
temperature; it’s advisable to bring the two
together, several hours prior to the edge
banding process. It’s interesting to note that
REHAU estimates there are 120 leading panel
collections worldwide and they produce a
library of 20,000 edge band designs to match
those.
A neat idea was demonstrated at Ligna
in June by the Homag Group. It’s called
the Edge-Band Management System
and designed to keep edge banding tape
clean, sorted and stored. The edge tape is
packaged in a cardboard box that has all
the information about that particular roll. It
can be assessed using a barcode reader and
the residual amount on the roll is available
to check. Construction plans to build your
own shelving are available to download from
Homag Group. The rolls are stored vertically
but they are in a box and suspended by a
centre pin.
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granulates KS 205 and KS217 set industry
standards for a tough, durable bond under
a variety of demanding conditions. The
“original” cartridge HKP 21 and HKP 25
are available in natural and white and uses
low adhesive consumption whilst being
lightweight and producing a clear running
thin glue line. PUR glue surpasses the Peel
test, Chemical and Moisture tests, Heat
resistance test and Consumption saving test.
The standard working temperature of PUR
glue is between 130°- 150°.
The glue application roller should not run
directly on the edge of the panel but should
be set slightly away from the board and
allow the flow of adhesive to provide an even
coating on the panel edge. Occasionally
it may be wise to run a test panel and
immediately rip off the edge tape to have
a look at the spread of adhesive. If you see
unglued areas in the centre of the panel,
the adhesive (hotmelt) amount is too low,
you’re looking for an even spread over the
entire panel edge. And if you see the roller
pattern on the edge of the panel, adhesive
supplier Henkel suggests either the adhesive
or panel temperature is too cold, or the
roller pressure needs to be raised.

New Tooling
Above: Leuco Airstream
Hotmelt adhesives, referred generally
as EVA; are used to bond ABS; PVC; 3D;
melamine and veneer edge banding and
solid timber strips. PUR is an abbreviation
for PolyURethane and is supplied as
cartridges or in granules. PUR can produce
a finish close to ‘zero-join’ and is highly
water resistant. Unused PUR adhesive is
usually discarded as it cannot be stored
after opening. Any glue in granule form is
applied with a glue roller and it’s here that
you should spend some time maintaining
both the glue pot and roller. Any machine
that makes cleaning or maintaining this
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easier is worth looking into. Edge banding
adhesive brands include Dollken; Kleiberit;
Jowat and Henkel and are distributed by
every board and most furniture hardware
suppliers.
The Henkel (as distributed by Hafele)
hotmelts by DORUS® offers cartridge and
granular type edgebanding hotmelts with
a wide variety of suitable applications from
difficult solid wood lippings to thick PVC/
ABS-edges, 3mm up. PUR Techno hotmelt
provides a very high quality bond strength
on even difficult substrates. DORUS®

Leitz presented flexTrim3; its most
technically complex new development at
this year's LIGNA. The new pneumatically
switchable tool system, developed especially
for HOMAG edge banders, contains three
different edge profiles which can be selected
within a few seconds as required, reducing
time-consuming tool replacements.
FlexTrim3 combines three profiles in one
tool system on a reusable tool body. The
initial cost is higher than for a normal
rounding tool but the advantage here is
that only one tool needs to be purchased,
not three and the tool stays on the
machine, only being removed to change the
replaceable tips. The flexTrim3 contains a
switching mechanism inside the tool body
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Below:

where the desired profile is brought into
operation at the push of a button.

Hafele PUR Glue

Leuco Tooling won the German Innovation
Award for their Airstream System at Ligna
this year. On the tool body a hole is drilled
at a precise location to prevent the build-up
of air pressure, leading to a measurable
amount of noise reduction even when
it’s not cutting (idling). Leuco’s second
innovation for 2019 is the combination of
an HSK 32R clamp with jointing cutters,
designed specifically for Holz-Her edge
banding machines. The accuracy of 2μ (2
microns, each a unit of length equal to one
millionth of a metre) puts this tool in the
same league as a hydro-clamp tool and
gives the small woodworking shop the same
accuracy as that delivered by machinery
costing twice as much. ❚
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Jointing cutters with innovative design and performance
Decide for yourself which service
class is most important to you.
The owl is an animal that has much to offer
in this regard. Their sophisticated feather
structures allow them a nearly noiseless
flight so that prey animals are not startled.
Most of the noise is generated by turbulences
at the rear edge of the wing. This concept has
been used by LEUCO as an example in order
to design more aerodynamic sizing tools and
to achieve further effects in noise reduction.
The owl wing is the role model for
the new "LEUCO airFace design"
LEUCO recognized the advantages of the
owl wing structure and implemented this
concept in the design of the new generation
of jointing cutters. Thanks to the intensive
research and development of experienced
engineers, the so-called "LEUCO airFace"
surface on the entire tool body of the jointing
cutter could be developed. The principal
effect of the gullet with the "owl wing edge"
is to canalize the air at this point. LEUCO
airFace is applied for patent.

on the airFace surface, LEUCO switched to
manufacture the body with defined threads
for balancing screws to keep the tools'
highly-precise concentricity tolerance.
The innovative and unique LEUCO airFace
surface is available on a meaningful
program of diamond tipped milling cutters
LEUCO DIAMAX airFace: The solid,
quiet, high-performance cutter
Shear angle 35°, resharpening area 1.5 mm
for tear-free jointing of a regular range of
solid wood and wood-based panels. LEUCO
DIAMAX is one of the branch’s most famous
standard diamond tipped jointing cutter.
LEUCO SmartJointer airFace:
The very flexible, quiet, highperformance cutter
Shear angle 35°, resharpening area 1.5
mm, for jump-milling units for very quiet
and tear-free jointing of a regular range

of solid wood and wood-based panels.
Diamond tipped knives can be exchanged by
the user. Thanks to the very high diameter
consistency, re-adjustment of the machine
after the replacement is not required. Only
one tool or one set of tools per machine
required, because there is no outage for an
extern service center. Tool is always available
on site. Thanks to the precisely defined
fixation, no balancing is required.
LEUCO DIAREX airFace: The
versatile, quiet, high-quality, longlasting cutter
Shear angle 48°, resharpening area 3.0
mm, for chip-free jointing a wide range of
standard and very wide range of solid wood
and wood-based panels. The jointing cutter
is an all-round tool to process many “extraordinary” kinds of panels like abrasive
coatings, anti-fingerprint materials, fire
protection layers. Jointing quality is suitable
for zero-joint technology. ❚

airFace has been developed for the
operators at the machine
With the new LEUCO DIAMAX airFace, a
noise reduction of up to 1 dB can be reached
at idle speed. Its "bigger brother" the LEUCO
DIAREX airFace actually reaches a noise
reduction of up to 2 dB(A) at idle speed –
compared to the already quiet predecessor
model. This means a clear noise reduction
for this industry segment. These cutters are
the quietest jointing cutters with steel body.
Continuous aerodynamic design
The aerodynamic design principle on the
body is consequently implemented. To avoid
the negative influence of balancing bores
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OUR
FORWARD
THINKING,
IS YOUR
COMPLETE
SOLUTION

WWW.LEUCO.COM.AU

STEPS
AHEAD

Your complete cutting tool source for
woodworking, plastics & advanced
materials - THAT’S LEUCO!

LEUCO AUS Headquarters
5 Marigold Place
Revesby, NSW 2212
Email sales@leuco.com.au
NSW (HQ)
VIC
QLD
SA

02 8708 4900
03 8541 2800
07 3634 2800
08 8113 6300
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Interior Design &
Production Software

Complete software
solutions for the
furniture design
and manufacturing
business

Specialized
for bespoke
furniture
CNC
connection
in less than
a week
Complete
ERP system

CAD+T Australasia Pty Ltd
24 Franzman Avenue
NSW, 2570 Elderslie
Phone: +61 (2) 800 620 67
E-Mail: office@cadt-solutions.com
Web: www.cadt-solutions.com
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Leitz Diamaster EdgeExpert Router
Cutters: The expert in edge processing

L

eitz has launched a new Diamond
router program for furniture
production and interior construction.
Diamaster EdgeExpert, the new shank
cutters, are true experts in edge processing,
and also offer advantages in profitability.

adhering edges, specifically in the case of
laser edging. "To select the right shear angle
is always a balancing act", says Uhl. In the
case of the Diamaster EdgeExpert routers,
he is convinced this balancing act has been
successful.

The new Diamaster EdgeExpert routers
are designed for edge performance and
allow tear-free edge quality on both sides.
This has been confirmed by numerous
Leitz customers, who have tested the new
router cutters during the last twelve months
in actual production conditions. These
new tools offer improved performance,
by 15 times, and several resharpening
cycles ensure low processing costs in edge
processing. The Diamaster EdgeExpert
routers reach their full potential if they are
used on CNC processing machines with laser
edge technology or with comparable zero
joint technology.

The Diamaster EdgeExpert routers are
available in three designs—all offering
superior performance. The only difference
among products is the feed speed the
customers work with. The introductory
model, Diamaster PRO EdgeExpert Z1+1,
is especially suitable for small to medium
batch sizes. The big brother is the Diamaster
QUATTRO EdgeExpert Z2+2. High feed rates
make it ideal for medium to large batch
sizes. The Diamaster PLUS³ EdgeExpert
Z3+3 holds the record in the Leitz router
cutter programme. Real Z3-Technology
allows highest feed rates and optimal
efficiency in large batch sizes. ❚

Wafer-thin paper decors, veneers or foil and
high-gloss coatings create a specific look
in furniture. These finishing materials lend
an attractive appearance, but are also very
challenging to process. The edges can be
especially problematic. "Working material
finishes in furniture production are difficult
to machine and require completely new tool
concepts," says Ansgar Uhl, Leitz Product
Manager of shank tools. The solution is
larger shear angle. "The Leitz EdgeExpert
is synonymous with larger shear angles.
They tip the scales in edge performance,"
he explains. However, this is only one side
of the coin. Profitability is diminished if
the shear angle selected is too big. Even
more serious, the quality in the middle
layer also suffers. The consequence is badly
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Industry Consulting for the Furniture Industry
The use of consulting firms to
grow your business is on the
rise in Australia. We went to
Germany to seek out one of the
World’s best consulting firms for
wood-based industries, to see
how a consultant can improve
your business.
A few years ago, the biggest German
manufacturer of flush panel doors thought
they needed a new press and went to a
consulting firm for advice. The consultant
took an overview of the company and
saw that what they really needed was a
new manufacturing strategy. Through
consultation they worked out that what they
required was a way to make 24,000 doors
every week, faster and more flexible than
their competitors. Now, 80% of their doors are
delivered within five days of order.
Most furniture and cabinet manufacturers
in Australia would not consider partnering
with a consultant; certainly not a consultant
that would come into the company and look
at all aspects and processes of the business.
Other industries do, and the AiGROUP provide
a consultancy service for manufacturers, but
it is highly unlikely that any one out of the
forty or so people on their books have some
experience with making wood-based products.
Less than half a dozen ex-machinery
salespeople offer consulting services in
Australia, providing sound advice, mostly
on equipment. They often pick up things
that the salesperson has missed. After all,
no matter what brand you prefer, the sales
team’s responsibility is to sell a machine
that’s fit for purpose; not look at your entire
manufacturing chain to see if you even
need a machine at all. However, as with that
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German door manufacturer, new equipment
may not be the solution, it could be a big cost
for very little return on investment.
The ideal solution for a manufacturer looking
to grow would be to invest in a specialist
consulting firm that was independent and
non-partisan; one that was 100% devoted to
the customer. You learn from the best and so,
Supplier recently spoke to Dieter Rezbach,
CEO of Lignum Consulting of Kupferzell,
Germany; Martin Kohnle, a partner from
the German head office and Sepp Gmeiner,
a partner from their United States/Canada
branch. Supplier Magazine will bring you a
few case studies in future issues but for now,
let’s find out what a good consultant can
achieve.

Lignum Consulting
Importantly, all of the consultants at
Lignum are trained cabinet makers. They
know the industry; they know what you’re

talking about. All of them have further
education in wood engineering, usually at
the World-renowned Rosenheim Institute and
some have engineering degrees in applied
economics. They don’t sell machines; they
have no allegiance to a particular brand and
the only thing that’s important to them is
your company and your business.
Consulting starts with a team overview of
your business. What you make; how you
make it; who are your customers; who are
your employees; who runs the place; what
equipment and software you use, what is your
organisation and processes? In other words,
entire factories and processes. The reason
you would hire a consultant is to grow your
business and no single part of your company
is less important. A holistic view leads to
solutions where productivity or quality is
improved at the least possible cost. Yes, you
will receive a bill, but none of Lignum’s
customers has ever complained they didn’t get

Above: Dieter Rezbach, Martin Kohnle, Phil Ashley
www.suppliermagazine.com.au
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the value of service they expected. Dieter said,
“Establishing trust between ourselves and our
valued client is one of the first things we do.”

Below: The game

Sepp Gmeiner of Lignum’s North American
branch said, “More than 300 companies
worldwide have taken advantage of our
expertise and proven methods to improve
their business, always with the utmost
discretion. This often takes place during
extensions, new buildings, optimizations
or reorganizations. In the pursuit of the
‘connected factory’ many aspects need to
be considered including the integration
of information (data) from all sources.
The challenge lies in mapping out the
development path of each individual area
with their interdependencies to each other.”

The Game
To simplify the business process, Lignum
developed a game they sometimes play with
the customer. It’s a visual representation of
where they are as a manufacturer and helps
them to understand where their efforts need
to be focused. In the ‘game’ there are seven
major manufacturing issues to be considered
and the more efficient each one is, the further
out on the gameboard their ‘pegs’ are placed.
The object is to reach the sixth location in
each of the seven areas.
The areas are strategy; product; technology;
logistics; data integration; organisation and
human resources. Are these things you think
about every day? If not, think about this; you
can get a huge productivity boost by working
on the basics. When someone talks about
a potential productivity increase of 20% or
more, it gets everybody´s attention, especially
when little capital investment is needed.
There’s a really good example of this.
In 1982, Ford had suffered US$3 billion in
losses. Ford's Corporate Quality Director
was asked to engage a consultant to help
kickstart a quality movement at Ford.
The consultant was William Deming who
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questioned the company's culture and the
way its managers operated. Deming talked
not about quality, but about management.
He told Ford that management actions
were responsible for 85% of all problems
in developing better cars. As a result of
this input, in 1986, Ford came out with a
profitable line of cars.

modularized the furniture construction and
documented the standards. The result was
productivity increased 18%; parts per vehicle
reduced by 28% and manufacturing lead time
reduced from five days to four. Additionally,
the production philosophy was moved from
series to individual and customer specific
requirements.

Industrialise your
processes

In the wood and furniture industry the
design of a product governs two thirds of
its cost. Lignum Consulting’s motto could
be. ‘Do as much as necessary, as little
as possible.’ Following this saying when
designing a product range establishes a
consistent offer portfolio for your customers
and the least possible variety of parts
and products. You will know this as lean
manufacturing. How do you think Nobilia
makes 30,000 cabinets every day and turns
over 1.2 billion Euro’s in sales?

Lignum partner Martin Kohnle worked
with a caravan manufacturer focused
on customisation. They found they were
producing smaller quantities needing longer
set-up times. Lignum were able to standardise
the internal furniture construction, so parts
were suitable for several different cabinets.
Lignum adjusted the number of variants;
standardized measurements and connecting
technology across the furniture range;
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to determine what improvements can be
made to make it perform more effectively.
Improvements could be taking steps that will
make a big difference such as eliminating
bottlenecks; reducing waste; re-designing
components and construction; retraining
staff or re-working your management team.
Lignum Consulting may open a branch in
Asia soon but for now you can find out more
at www.lignum-consulting.com/en ❚

In China, to double production, they
duplicate their factory, machines and
processes. A company like Lignum Consulting
can break down all the elements of your

existing production and make you more
profitable. This is called ‘process modelling’
where they document what actually happens
during a process, then take an outside view

A LARGE BIN FOR
A SMALL SPACE
Large 2 x 35 litre buckets for
a 400mm cabinet width!

We know that kitchens often have very limited space, so we are pleased
to announce a new addition to the Hideaway Compact Range. The KC235
gives you more design options to squeeze the most out of every square
inch of cabinetry. These two new Compact models (KC235SCH/KC235SCD)
allow an amazing 70L of storage to be installed into a 400mm wide space.
• High quality, ball bearing soft close runners with a 45kg dynamic
weight loading
• Over-extension runners allow for easy removal of the back bucket
• Compatible with electronic push to open systems
• Available in door pull or handle pull options
• Robust steel framework

Available from
Nover, Häfele and
Galvin Hardware

70L BIN
FITS
WITHIN
A 400MM
CABINET!
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4 Commercial Joiners reveal
how Empower Factory Productivity &
Scheduling Software has transformed
factory productivity and profit
By Sean O’Sullivan, B Com (Hons) Otago University

PEPPERTREE FURNITURE (ADELAIDE, SA)
MARK TOZER, MANAGING DIRECTOR

“At 10 weeks of using Empower Software we got 46% increase in
factory productivity, at 6 months we had got to a 86% increase and
at 3 years we had got a 100% increase in factory productivity. On
factory productivity increases alone generated by Empower Software
our annual profit has increased by approximately $200,000”

Key Points
• Empower is the tool that our factory staff use to bring their jobs in
on budgeted time
• Our factory staff culture is far better as a result of being time and
job focused
• Each factory staff member gets paid bonus for meeting their
personal productivity goals. This comprises capping their downtime
and meeting times on jobs each week
• The brilliant thing about how Empower has worked for me from day
1 of putting it in, is it simply reported area by area, in small bite size
pieces each issues that I could address, precisely where I needed to
start focusing to get things in order and up to scratch, which I simply
followed through on
• We have used Empower accurate actual times on products
to go back and accurately cost our labour and set consistent
margin across our products and quoting. This has enabled us to
significantly increase our profit margin across our sales.

PREMIER FURNITURE (SYDNEY, NSW)
PETER LANGFORD, MANAGING DIRECTOR

“Empower Software has made a substantial improvement to factory
productivity and bottom line and we would not be without it”

Key Points
• Our factory staff have really stepped up to the mark and consistently
meet and beat the budgeted times on the factory PCs, using Empower
• Empower provides factory staff with a tool to be aware of their own
productivity
• The software is brilliant at staff performance reviews
• We give individual factory staff reports on their weekly productivity.
This is invaluable feedback to them to keep their productivity up
• Empower gives us accurate times on jobs to allow us to carry out a
sensible job cost (ie back cost) on completed jobs so we can refine
our future budgeted labour in our costings and quotations
• Empower is designed specifically for my role as production manager
to ‘track, report and substantially increase factory productivity’ and
it certainly works for us
• Empower times are the truth and accurate – with evidence on issues
I act immediately
• Empower is the most positive thing we have done in 10 years
• It certainly makes guys on the factory floor focus on their jobs and
their times
Core Products Manufactured
(or Core Business)

Wide range of standard and custom office furniture

Any Key Background
Information

2009 Empower Software was recommended to
us, a factory productivity software and consultancy
business, which had 10 years experience in our
industry and a solid track record of increasing their
clients factory productivity by 15 to 80%.

Core Products Manufactured (or
Core Business)

Panel and Steel Tube Framed Furniture

Any Key Background Information

We operate the largest retail outlet for
commercial furniture in South Australia

# Factory Floor Staff

20

# Factory Floor Staff

15

# Total Staff

25

# Total Staff

20

Annual Revenue (approx)

$4 Million

Annual Revenue (approx)

Confidential

Factory and Office Size m2

4100m2

Factory and Office Size m2

Large

# of CNCs

We run two Sleco beam saws, two Biesse
borers, one SCM edge bander and a Stefani
edge bander

# of CNCs

2

Geography Serviced

All Australia

Staff Times on Jobs Recording
prior to Empower

Our production manager Robert advised “prior to
2009 we were attempting to run our factory and our
labour the manual way, which was no different to how
factories were run in Australia over 100 years ago.
Stepping up to using factory PCs and time tracking
software has been a quantum leap in professionalism
and productivity for Premier Furniture

Geography Serviced

All States

Staff Times on Jobs Recording prior Our factory staff manually filled in their lie
to Empower
sheets at day end
Years in Business

35

Staff Groups Tracked on Empower

All Factory Staff

Years using Empower

9 years to date (at 2018)

Years in Business

Since 1959

Number of PC’s on the factory
floor with Empower on

8 @ 2nd hand PCs plus we have Empower on
our CNC machines

Staff Groups Tracked on
Empower

All staff in all work centres throughout the factory
floor

Number of our Managers using
Empower

3

Years using Empower

12 months to date (as at Jan 2011)

Estimated Factory Productivity
Increase on Empower

I thought that my factory was productive before
putting in Empower but really had no way of
knowing whether I was productive or not at
the time. Looking back on it I now know that
my factory was terribly unproductive prior to
Empower.

Number of PC’s on the factory 4
floor with Empower on
Number of our Managers
using Empower

2

Estimated Factory Productivity
Increase on Empower

Substantial improvement to both our factory
productivity and our annual profit

TASKER JOINERY (SYDNEY, NSW)

FINECUT JOINERY (SYDNEY, NSW)

GREG TASKER, MANAGING DIRECTOR

MITCHELL BLACK - PRODUCTION MANAGER

“We have achieved a 25% increase in our staff and factory
productivity”

Key Points
“Using Empower we are getting 20% more joinery out the door each
month. Our business consultant confirmed that a 20% increase in
our factory productivity would increase our annual profit by an
estimated 60%”

Key Points
• For the first time in many years I enjoy coming to work, because
the Empower system has my entire business monitored and well
in control. I am no longer stressed as I used as I used to be, due
to inadequate monitoring. I now feel as if my management, office
staff factory staff and site staff are now “in the same boat and
rowing in the same direction”
• At 2 years of using Empower our factory productivity has increased
by an estimated 20%
• When I finally retire I will be able to pass on to my son a business
with far better: systems and controls and a business that is far
more: productive and profitable

• It has been much easier and more accurate for us to provide clients
with an ETA, especially when using both Empower Time Tracking
and Job Scheduling Software
• Empower and the factory PCs force factory staff to be aware of their
budgeted and actual times on each job and take responsibility for
jobs they work on
• Our factory staff are aware of how long they are taking on a job
realise the importance of finishing on time
• Empower has helped management and the sales team ensure
that our prices are accurate as far as our labour component is
concerned
Core Products Manufactured (or Core
Business)

White Good Appliance Displays mainly

% Production is custom made - one off
designs (each job different to the last)

100%

# Factory Floor Staff

5

# Total Staff

13

Annual Revenue (approx)

Confidential

Core Products Manufactured (or Core
Business)

Interior fit outs, commercial joinery and
kitchens

Factory and Office Size m2

1000m2

# of CNCs

1 CNC and 1 computerised panel saw

% of Jobs Custom One Offs

100%

Geography Serviced

# Factory Floor Staff

8

Mostly Sydney and NSW, however we go
nationwide

# Total Staff

13
2.3 Million approx.

Staff Times on Jobs Recording prior to
Empower

No form of time tracking previously

Annual Revenue (approx)
Factory and Office Size m2

800 square metres approx.

Years in Business

18

# of CNCs

1

Associations and any positions held

FIAA

Geography Serviced

Sydney mainly

Staff Groups Tracked on Empower

Staff Times on Jobs Recording prior to
Empower

Factory staff manually recorded their
times on jobs daily

Factory staff, pre production staff in office
and site workers

Years using Empower

3 years

Years in Business

31

3

Associations and any positions held

Housing Industry Association

Number of PC’s on the factory floor with
Empower on

Staff Groups Tracked on Empower

Office, factory and site staff

Years using Empower

2

Number of PC’s on the factory floor with
Empower on

2 PC’s

Number of our Managers using Empower 3
Estimated Factory Productivity Increase
on Empower

Number of our Managers using Empower 3
Estimated Factory Productivity Increase
on Empower

Using Empower we are getting 20%
more joinery out the door each month

We have achieved a 25% increase in our
staff and factory productivity. We have
maintained production levels and not
had to replace 2 staff that left (1 position
in factory and 1 on site), so our current
8 staff are doing the workload of our 10
staff previously. This is a 25% increase in
staff and factory productivity.

Please contact us anytime for an information package,
a software demonstration or pricing
Founding Director Sean O’Sullivan B Com (Hons)
+64 27 2284211, phone anytime
sean@manufacturingandengineering.co.nz

FACTORY PRODUCTIVITY &
JOB SCHEDULING SOFTWARE

BE IN TO WIN FREE EMPOWER FACTORY PRODUCTIVITY
AND JOB SCHEDULING SOFTWARE!

Email your company name and contact details to vicky.cammiade@elitepublishing.com.au for your chance to win.
Conditions Apply.
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The Right Partners
“The partnerships you make in
business are very important.
Getting the right people, whether
they’re customers, employees or
suppliers, is vital for success.”
(Jenny McCarron)

J

enny McCarron is the owner of Country
Style Windows in Canberra. She
understands very well what makes
a good quality window come together
after working in the business for over 28
years. She appreciates both the design and
construction of the wide range of standard
and custom joinery items Country Style
produce, but just as importantly; she
appreciates the advanced machines and
cutting tools necessary to build a longlasting product that’s capable of standing
up to Australia’s diverse and often harsh
climate.
Country Style Windows was started by Dave
Shiels, a ‘funny’ Irish immigrant who came
to Australia decades ago on a two-bob fare.

There was a labour shortage and Australia
was advertising in Ireland for skilled
building trades. Joinery was one of these
and so, in his early 20’s, Dave came out to
Canberra and started what was to become a
very successful business. Jenny joined him,
fresh out of high school in 1991, working
first as a receptionist and later, quoting
the jobs. Jenny was keen to learn and after
finishing a job, would go to Dave for her
next task. Dave would roll his eyes and
think, “Here she comes again.”
In 2015 Dave retired and Jenny bought the
business. At first it was a steep learning
curve; Jenny says, “I wasn’t shielded by Dave
anymore, I had to do it all myself.” Not
that this mattered at all, and Jenny soon
found herself immersed in the workings of
a leading Joinery business and intent on
carrying on the good name and product
Country Style was known for, always finding
innovative solutions to building even their
more complex joinery work. They’d always
been innovative; using the latest window and
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this year, Jenny took delivery of a (Weinig
Group) Holz-Her Promaster 5X five-axis
CNC machining centre.
Her second and equally most important
partner is FSA (Fenestration Solutions
Australia) who provide Jenny with the
complex profile cutting tools essential for
modern joinery production. FSA partner
with OERTLI Switzerland for their tooling
solutions. Any machine, even one as good
as the Holz-Her Promaster only holds the
wood and cutting tool, bringing them both
together to create the product. Without a
quality cutting tool to match the highperforming machine, the result will be
disappointing. Jenny is committed to her
tooling supplier and says, “Our cutting tools
are essential to the quality of our product
and we’ve committed 20% of the cost of the
machine to our tool library.”
FSA NSW Sales Manager Scott Horne Said,
“In the next five years or so, double glazed
windows will be specified more and more.
Already, Canberra has high window energy
ratings (WER) and Country Style Windows
do very well in the Territory. Aluminium
window manufacturers will have to lift their
door hardware; being the first in the region
to produce a double-glazed window but now,
Jenny had to take the next step.

Above: On the tools

Jenny’s Allies
Jenny was intent on continuing that
can-do attitude while modernising the
production to stay ahead of the trend.
She demanded quality partners and allies
who could provide not only the cuttingedge equipment and tools Country Style
Windows needed, but also, the up to date
advice and continuing, unwavering support
that only a true partner will provide. One
of her partners, Weinig Group had already
installed a Weinig Cube to dress their
timbers, and a Unicontrol machine for
profiling window and door joints. Early
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game and when they do, they will become
more expensive and timber will come back
into fashion.”
Jenny’s new Promaster machine was
purchased to allow Country Style Windows
to get into the European style ‘Tilt-andTurn’ window market, and to allow for the
manufacture of more complex joinery such
as multi-lock doors and lift-and-slide doors
that completely seal the door opening. Jenny
is very excited about their future with a
machine that can produce anything their
customers might demand. She says, “The
guy’s providing our machines and cutting
tools all have a trade background. They know
what they’re talking about and they know
what we can achieve. Weinig Group and FSA
have both been fantastic for our company.”

An Exciting Industry
“This is an exciting industry to be in right
now but manufacturer’s need to move with
the times or they could find themselves
under pressure,” Scott said. Jenny has taken
the bull by the horns. She recognises that
her tooling needs to be a mix of off-the-shelf
tools for the various tilt-and-turn window
design specifications and also, specialist tools
to allow for the more diverse manufacturing
solutions a high-end joinery manufacturer
will need. FSA works with Jenny to provide
the joinery hardware she needs from Roto
and the cutting tools from the Swiss OERTLI
company.

Above: High Speed Cutting
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Above: Scott and Jenny
OERTLI specialise in the design and
manufacture of world class machine
tools, ranging from simple profile cutters
to the very complex tooling systems used
for the manufacture of timber windows
and doors. They have gained a worldwide
reputation for specialist technical support
and for exceptional design and manufacture
capabilities of machine and application
specific tooling systems that deliver top
performance.
Jenny started her journey into CNC
manufacturing during a 2018 visit to a
WADIC event. Both Weinig and FSA exhibited
their product there and arranged for her to
visit other users of their tools and equipment.
She attended the last Holz-Handwerk
exhibition in Nuremberg and went on the
Weinig tour where she spoke with many
other joinery companies who “Spoke very
highly of the Weinig and FSA product,” Jenny
said, “At first it was like they were holding
my hand as I learned the ropes. I just like
the way Weinig and FSA team up to work
through any solutions I might need.”
Jenny continues, “I’m interested in keeping
the timber window and door industry alive;
if I can share things that help others, I’m

all for it.” Country Style Windows is a
small business with fifteen employees and
host work experience students from local
schools. From time to time they also host
young schoolgirls studying years 11 to 12,
in a program covering the construction
industry. They spend four months with Jenny,
then go on to other trades like carpentry or
plumbing. Jenny hopes more women will get
into the building and construction game.
And of Jenny’s experience with Weinig and
FSA? Well, Weinig installed the Holz-Her
Promaster 5X in February this year and
Jenny describes their after-sales service as
‘excellent.’ She added, “FSA came on board
in earnest with the new equipment but our
relationship with them goes back twelve
years at least. FSA are flexible as a tooling
supplier and offer variations to their cutting
tools to suit our particular needs. Our joinery
is aimed at the higher end of the market; we
promise the best product, so we need the best
equipment and competent tooling to deliver
on that promise. We’re a company focused
on good design, modern machinery and
tools, and a collaborative relationship with
our suppliers. Our aim is to develop higherperformance products and with the right
partners, we’re already on the front foot.” ❚
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The compo your business wants
Written by Fraser Killen (director and co-founder at Panel Tools Online)

C

omposite materials, composite
materials, composite materials. Get
it tattooed on your chest. Name your
next kid after it. Change the wallpaper on
your phone. Whatever you need to do to keep
it at the forefront of your mind… DO IT. This
is not a drill!

Fix me a sandwich
Composite is the buzzword of the previous
decade in materials science and engineering.
It is more prevalent in your life than you may
first think when you read the words. Firstly,
you should know the broad definition of a
composite material.
A composite is the combination of two or
more distinct materials to achieve certain

properties that cannot be met by standard
alloys, ceramics or polymeric materials. It
generally has a series of layers in the form of
hardened particles, fibres or structures with a
soft or flexible core.
The composites that we are most excited
about in the cabinetmaking industry is
structural composites in the form of sandwich
panels.
Here are some everyday examples from our
industry to elaborate:
• Laminated MDF board is a structural
composite material. The high-pressure
laminate is the hardened outer layer and
the MDF is the core.
• Timber is the only known natural

composite material. The grains
comprise of cellulose fibres in a
lignin matrix. This is what gives
timber a higher strength along
the grain than across it. When
plywood is made the cellulose
fibres are orientated differently
in each layer to offer the most
amount of strength
• Aluminium composite panel uses
aluminium sheet as the hardened
outer layer and then has a
polymer core
Modern manufacturers are constantly
looking for materials that are strong,
lightweight, cost effective and visually
appealing to fulfil their increasingly
ambitious designs. Composites make
this possible by allowing the designer
to hand-pick the materials with the
best properties and combine them.

Above:
Composite
Burr Tool

Particularly used in aerospace and mega
structures, composite materials such as
honeycomb core sandwich panels (figure 1),
s-flute panels, steel foam sandwich panels not
to mention fibreglass, carbon-fibre (figure
2) and magnetic sandwich panels can be
used in applications that would exceed the
capabilities of standard materials.
Before, your designers go all Van Gogh and
cut their ears off. The manufacturers must
also innovate and utilise technology to
successfully machine these materials. Some
of the materials mentioned here do require
specialised machinery, but for the most part,
a normal CNC and a couple tools will open a
whole new world of capabilities.

Top: Honeycomb core sandwich panels. Above: Carbon fibre sandwich panel
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For instance, the new Panel Tools Burr Tool is
the compression cutter of harsh composites.
It has a unique geometry and a DLC coating
which allows it to cut through fibreglass,
carbo-fibre, aluminium honeycomb core
and other composite or sandwich panels on a
standard flatbed CNC!! ❚
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No Rules

S

o Watt is the unique venture of
business partners Sophie Bain
and Jonathan Biet. Tucked away
in a narrow Marrickville street, directly
in line with a runway at Sydney airport,
the occasionally noisy premises is alive
with ideas and inspiration. It’s not your
normal ‘run-of-the-mill’ business. It’s a
mix of creative design and modern, highly
functional and often artistic furniture built
with alternate, long-lasting materials. It’s
a new approach to ‘Aussie Made’ that has
already received worldwide recognition,
being longlisted in the International Dezeen
Design Awards for their ‘Rover’ team table
made with Birch Plywood & Fenix NTM
Laminate, the only Australian product
selected from thousands of entries worldwide.
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The team table was named after their new
Biesse Rover K FT CNC machine Sophie
and Jono installed two and a half years
ago, when they moved to their current
premises from a small unit in nearby
Alexandria. At the time they were using
a Chinese CNC machine they’d bought
and imported themselves at a cost of only
fifteen thousand dollars. Sophie said,
“We had to teach ourselves how to use it
to make furniture but because it was so
cheap, it was OK if we broke it. We had
it for eighteen months and sold it for
five thousand dollars, replacing it with
the Biesse Rover K FT when we moved to
Marrickville.” Jono had always thought
highly of the Biesse brand. He often said,
“One day we’ll get one of those;” and they
did.

Sophie and Jono are both qualified
industrial designers. Sophie studied at RMIT
in Melbourne and Jono at University of
NSW. They met during a student exchange
semester at the Technical University in Delft
in the Netherlands where they both spent
six months studying industrial design,
bordering on engineering. There were a
lot of Australians there; the University has
a great reputation and works with leading
companies such as Phillips and the Virgin
Atlantis Space Program. Sophie and
Jono kept in touch when they returned to
Australia and eventually decided to start a
business of their own.
They started from ‘home’ making domestic
lighting products, hence their playful
business name, So Watt. Sophie had
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“... the fact Biesse makes a wide range of machines for a broad
range of materials was an important factor for us, and Biesse
is a brand everyone in the industry knows.”
experience in the workplace furniture
industry and Jono had started out as a
freelance designer. After discovering the
prohibitive costs of lighting certification,
they decided to move into furniture. They
had done work in shop fit outs for a few
leading retail outlets such as General Pants
and Zanarobe men’s fashion, designing and
making interesting displays; eye-catching,
almost sculptural pieces. They’d travelled to
the London Design Festival and were inspired
by the use of plywood and OSB in furniture.
In fact, they spent the rest of the ‘holiday’
sketching designs and came up with their
first range of products there.

possible. He was very impressed with the
brand but they both thought the Biesse
would be too expensive. Sophie said, “We
believe you get what you pay for and we were
prepared to pay more for the Biesse but in
the end the difference was marginal. The
people at Biesse made the machine very
affordable.”

Jono added, “The most important thing for
us was to find a supplier we could partner
with and who we could rely on. Brand
reputation was essential but the fact Biesse
makes a wide range of machines for a broad
range of materials was an important factor
for us, and Biesse is a brand everyone in
the industry knows.” Getting what you paid
for has certainly paid off for Sophie and
Jono. Their Clark Media Unit used to take
35 minutes to machine from one piece of
plywood; with the Biesse Rover K FT it takes
between seven and nine minutes. All of a
sudden, their production tripled, and they
were able to devote more effort developing
new products, something they didn’t have
time for before they invested in the Biesse.
Sophie and Jono have thirty designs they
would like to release and the Biesse will help
them realise this goal.
So Watt’s Biesse Rover K FT is key to Sophie
and Jono’s success. It’s pivotal to their entire
production so it has to be versatile, easy to
set up and program, and run reliably. The
fast and professional service provided by the
Biesse Group means the machine is always
ready for action. Jono is hands-on and runs
the machine with help from Sam, an artist
who enjoys working with them. Not being
trades people, none of them are bound

Their Chinese machine wasn’t ‘cutting it’
anymore and Sophie and Jono decided it was
time to invest in a machine that could take
their fledgling business to the next level.
They considered a flat bed router Sophie
had worked on with an indigenous furniture
maker in Melbourne; and the Biesse, a
brand Jono had researched extensively on
blogs; YouTube; trade shows and everywhere
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by trade practices so they are able to fully
explore the machine without constraints.
They’ve found it to be extremely productive
and adaptable to their varied projects. Jono
said, “The Rover can chew through anything
we throw at it. We currently work with Birch
and Okoume plywood, pallet grade plywood,
OSB and form plywood. Also cork, brass,
aluminium composites, copper, aluminium,
foamboard, acrylics and polypropylene.”
So Watt is all about getting the job
done efficiently, on time and without
compromising quality. Where possible they
use local, reusable, recycled and low-emission
materials and parts. They believe that the
future of manufacturing is ethical, local and
inspirational. They’re of the ‘buy-it-once’
school of manufacture. Their pieces can be
repaired or adapted to last a lifetime so the
quality and fit of each part made on the Biesse
is vital to achieving these outcomes. As one
of their customers said, “There isn’t anything
these guys can’t manage, build, install,
produce or make happen - all the way with a
smile on their face: big ups to Sophie & Jono.”
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“The Rover can chew through
anything we throw at it. We
currently work with Birch
and Okoume plywood, pallet
grade plywood, OSB and form
plywood. Also cork, brass,
aluminium composites,
copper, aluminium,
foamboard, acrylics and
polypropylene.”

So Watt creates and manufactures striking
functional furniture, products and spaces.
Sophie says, “Companies generally produce
for either commercial or residential clients.
We do both, people who work in offices
don’t want to feel like they’re at work so our
products can be used in both situations.”
Everything So Watt produces has to be
multi-purpose to suit the changing lifestyles

of their customers. Sophie feels that people
are moving away from having ‘too much
stuff’ so their products are ideal for smaller
spaces and modern, apartment living.
They must be doing something right, to be
listed next to the likes of Flokk; Gensler;
Wilkhahn and even furniture legend Fritz
Hansen in the Dezeen awards is an amazing
achievement for their small team.
Sophie and Jono are inspired by the
materials they work with; the inherent
properties of the plywoods, OSB and other
interesting materials. They ask, “What
can we do with this.” They are always
experimenting with new ways of producing
on their Biesse Rover K FT and new ways of
joining the material. They say, “Without the
rigid science behind our experimentation,
we wouldn’t contribute anything new to the
world; and without that experimentation,
we wouldn’t be us.” They have a powerful
curiosity about their materials, their
product and their Biesse. If rules were
meant to be broken, So Watt and Biesse
have the resolve to do just that. ❚
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